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Hello, my name is Kasi Annamalai. I’m a Senior Solutions Architect here at Equinix. Today in this
video, we’ll walk through how to create a AWS Direct Connect Connection using Equinix Cloud Exchange
Fabric, and terminate the connection on a virtual router.

To start with, let’s log into ecxfabric.equinix.com, and navigate to Inventory. Now, select Virtual Devices,
and select your virtual device that you have previously created. In this example, I’ll pick my Cisco Cloud
Service router, and review the virtual device information, such as login details, FQDN, and your SSH access IP. Now go to Connection tab and click on Create Connection.
Here you have couple of options to select the cloud service provider, either by going to Service Provider and search for the keyword, or by navigating through to Frequently Connected To option. Select the
appropriate service profile, and click Create a Connection to Amazon Web Services. Here you select the
location where you want this connection to originate and destined to.
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For this example, I’ll select both Silicon Valley as my source and destination Metro. And that corresponds
to US West One Northern California from AWS. Since we want this connection to terminate on a virtual
router, I’ll select my virtual device that I have previously created, and it’s a Cisco Cloud Service router.
And hit Next.
Here you provide a Virtual Circuit Name, and the AWS Account ID where you want this connection to terminate. Then you select your Connection Speed. For this example, I’ll select a 50Mbps connection and hit Next.
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This is a summary page to review all the information, and add an email address to get notification alert.
Once you have reviewed all this, and looks good, hit Submit Your Order. That’s it, the connection has
been created from Equinix Cloud Exchange portal.
Now, to complete this connection we will have to jump to AWS Direct Connect console, and accept the
connection. EQUINIXNNI demo23 is the new connection that we created, and as you can see it’s in Pending Acceptance status. To accept this connection select the demo23 and scroll down to Accept Con-
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nection. Once you have accepted, it takes anywhere between 30 seconds to a minute and a half for this
connection to be made available. That’s it, the connection is available now.
So we have completed the Layer 2 configuration and terminated this connection on the virtual device
hosted at Equinix. And if you want to configure BGP on top of this, you can proceed with creating a virtual interface on AWS, and the corresponding BGP config on the virtual applies.
That’s it for now. Thank you for watching.
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